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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: SGPS (Solar & Galactic Proton Sensor) L1b Product Provisional Validation Review by Brian Kress.Background: - SGPS has one unit looking East (+X) and one unit looking West (-X) with 3 solid state telescopes. - GOES-16 SEISS SGPS sensors were turned on effective Jan 8, 2017.   - Energetic Ions in Space:  GCRs (Galactic Cosmic Rays) and SEPs (Solar Energetic Particles) - SPE (Solar Particle Events) - Product under review is SGPS L1b.  PLPTs: - All Pre-Beta SGPS PLTs were completed.   - Only PLPTs not annotated as successful were "...SEI-007" which resulted in "Steps in –X P9-P11". - Electron contamination in SGPS+X P5 - instrument issue.  One direction unit only, not the other.  Could be addressed with correction scheme using MPS-HI fluxes (no associated ADR).  Current analysis is using P7 and P8A to remove out-of-band contamination from high energy island in P5 response function.   - SEP Channel Cross-Comparison PLPT indicates some channels...<see slide>. - In addition to favorable cross-channel comparisons and comparisons to MPS-Hi, there are favorable comparisons with GOES-15 and GOES-13.   - Multiple issues resolved in DO.06.03. - Remaining issues to be documented in README:     -- Error in SGPS T2 processing fixed - ADR491.       -- Divide by 2 removed from P11 processing - ADR427.     -- FM2 SGPS LUT dead-time correct for DO 06.03.00 - ADR 696 - PRO Type 1 - SPE occurred in period of analysis Sept 4-18, 2017.  Summary: - There are no existing SGPS ADRs which are not assigned to a build or patch.  Caveats are being analyzed and in the meantime will be documented in README.  There remain some areas for continued investigation for the pursuit of full validation maturity (e.g. slides 31 and 33), which will be documented in the README.-------------------EHIS (Energetic Heavy Ion Sensor) L1b Product Provisional Validation Review by Juan Rodriguez.  Background: - EHIS measures SEPs (Solar Energetic Particles) and GCRs (Galactic Cosmic Rays). - SEPs occur on the order of days, GCRs vary slowly on order of solar cycle ~11 years.PLPTs: - PLPT-SEI-004: Comparisons to G16 SGPS, G13/15 EPEAD, ACE SIS    -- Helium flux discrepancy in largest SPE event wrt G13/15.  For that case fluxes are low.  Good agreement for other cases in July 14 and Sept 4-8 events.  Hardware issue under investigation by UNH.      -- Heavy Ions Gaussian centers are off from prime peak positions in latest LUT.  UNH continuing analysis.  Comparisons to SIS are systematically low and within a factor of 2-4.   - PLPT-SEI-006:  Helium and Hydrogen results were favorable.  Heavy Ion analysis not sufficiently completed and pursuing tool for pulse-height analysis.Summary: - Greatly exceeded analysis plans stated in RIMP and actually analyzed a period of performance that was called for in Full Validation analysis.   - The EHIS L1b product is satisfying its primary mission of measuring heavy ion fluxes during SEP events.  Low Helium channels and temperature sensitivity of proton fluxes during low events are both under investigation.  GCRs are not currently derivable from Prime histogram until on-orbit tables are modified.  PHA being used instead. - There are no existing SGPS ADRs which are not assigned to a build or patch.  Caveats are being analyzed and in the meantime will be documented in README.  Even ADR517 RE data gaps with multiple potential causes, is at least commonly known and will therefore be an ongoing pursuit.  There remain some areas for continued investigation for the pursuit of full validation maturity (e.g. slides 55-61), which will be documented in the README.
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	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: There are two products being reviewed in this Provisional PS-PVR:1. SGPS (Solar & Galactic Proton Sensor) L1b Product presented by Brian Kress.2. EHIS (Energetic Heavy Ion Sensor) L1b Product presented by Juan Rodriguez.  Chair Disposition:  Both products have achieved Provisional Maturity!  Congratulations to both teams for their fantastically thorough presentations.  Brian, Juan, and their teams expertise, dedication to product quality, and diligence in analysis are greatly appreciated by the PS-PVR panel.  The slide decks did a nice job bringing excellent context to the data plots.  Today's presentations are a credit to the scientists, NCEI-CO, and the NOAA GOES-R Program and its partners.  The existing data caveats are thoroughly understood and will be documented in READMEs.  Areas of suspicious data quality issues are identified and have been either documented in discrepancy reports (ADRs) or are being actively tracked and may ultimately be elevated to ADRs.  Given this declaration of Provisional Maturity, all PDA and CLASS users who wish to subscribe to EHIS and SGPS data will now have access to these data.  Customer Input:Terry Onsager from NWS/NCEP/SWPC made a guest appearance in person today at NASA/GSFC.  Terry emphasized the importance of these data as being critical and foundational to the entire space weather enterprise and their central and growing role in the future of space weather understanding.  In the case of SGPS, SWPC is highly appreciative of the excellent work and diligence provided by NCEI, as well as the support provided by ATC and the entire GOES project.  In the case of EHIS, SWPC is content with the current data quality and prepared to ingest the higher level data products resulting from the EHIS data flow.  
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